
Greystones Bridge Centre CLG 
 

Victoria Road, Greystones, Co. Wicklow A63 RC58 Tel: 01 2873633 

When playing in BBO tournaments organised by Greystones Bridge Centre we require 

1. If your name is not readily identifiable from your username, please make sure that your 

profile contains sufficient information so that the other players at the table can identify you  

2. Briefly describe the bidding system you are using in your profile – 4C M (4 card majors), 12-

14 NT, Weak twos, etc 

3. When you arrive at a table, tell your opponents what bidding system you and your partner 

are using via a short chat – Hello, 4C M, 15-17 NT 

4. If your bid is not a standard bid, then you should alert it as you bid using the Alert button 

and a short explanation of your bid. Only the opponents will see this, not your partner 

5. If you want an explanation of your opponent’s bid, click on the bid and an Explain box will be 

opened so that the bidder can explain the bid 

6. Do not use the Table Chat to alert or explain bids – any information you put here will be 

visible to your partner – this is not allowed under the Laws of Bridge 

7. When the Undo button is available you can ask for an Undo if you have mis-clicked a bid or a 

card. It is not intended to correct a bid or card that you had second thoughts about 

8. If your opponents ask for an Undo, you should accept it if it is obviously a mis-click 

9. You can call the TD using the Director button – enter an explanation of the call such as 

E slow, N gone, adjust 3H+1 

10. If one of the players is disconnected and not responding you can call the TD. The TD will give 

the disconnected player time to reconnect before substituting him 

11. Players can take the time necessary to make a bid or play a card – so give them enough time 

before calling the TD for slow play 

12. It you can, claim the tricks if it is obvious what the result is – this will leave you more time for 

the next hand. If the play is not clear, this might cost you time, so be careful and only do this 

if you can explain clearly why your claim is good 

13. The TD can adjust the result up to 20 minutes after the last board has been played. If you 

want a score adjusted, make sure the TD knows which board and why you think the result 

should be adjusted 


